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ABSTRACT Three-dimensional (3D) knee angle measurement is one of the key measures in human gait
analysis. Inertial sensor capable of measuring joint motion under unconstrained conditions is a practical tool
for clinical evaluation and rehabilitation. An inertial measurement unit (IMU) consisting of accelerometer
and gyroscope allows orientation measurement in 3D with an additional sensor (i.e., magnetometer).
However, ferromagnetic interference negatively affects the performance of magnetometer and thus reduces
measurement accuracy. In this study, a technique based on nonlinear autoregressive neural network with
exogenous inputs (NARX) is presented to measure 3D segmental orientation during gait without the use
of magnetometer. With IMUs attached to the thigh and shank, 3D knee angles in long-distance treadmill
walkingwere computed and validated against an optical motion analysis system as the gold standard. Pseudo-
integrator (PI) was also compared to the reference system for benchmarking. The learning capability of
NARX was further assessed with the comparison of complementary filter (CF) to the reference system. The
proposed NARX model was shown to outperform PI with biases between −3.5◦and −0.2◦, and root mean
square errors between 4.5◦and 2.5◦. Results demonstrated the capability of NARX in providing accurate
estimates of 3D knee joint angle while avoiding interference as encountered in systems incorporating
magnetometer, suggesting that NARX is feasible to computing long-term ambulatory measurements of body
segment orientation and 3D joint angles.

INDEX TERMS 3D knee angle, gait analysis, NARX network, pseudo-integration, segmental orientation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Measurement of three-dimensional (3D) knee angle is impor-
tant in clinical and biomechanical applications for provid-
ing objective feedback, assisting diagnoses, evaluating the
outcome of interventions, or orienting the rehabilitation of
movement impairments [1]–[4]. In addition, knee angle is
also a prime measure for control systems related to human
exoskeleton and robotic prostheses [5]. Generally, human
movement is qualitatively assessed by visual observation in
clinical environment [3], [6]. Objective assessment based
on stereophotogrammetry involving motion capture cameras
enables accurate measurement of 3D joint angles in labo-
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ratory settings. Such system, however, requires high setup
cost, sophisticated equipment, and specialized personnel and
space. Moreover, the number of gait cycle is limited by the
confined space, thus restricting its widespread use in clinical
assessments [7]–[10].

In recent years, the emerging technology of micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) has become the main contribu-
tor to the development of wearable sensors. Miniature inertial
sensors are comfortable to wear and easy to setup, providing
an alternative to gait assessment [11]. Ambulatory systems
consisting of wearable sensors have been applied in many
studies to measure the kinematics and kinetics of normal and
pathological gait [2], [10], [12].

In terms of lower limb kinematics, joint angles are com-
monly estimated using systems based on accelerometer,
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gyroscope, and magnetometer. Estimation of orientation
using body-fixed gyroscopes is the simplest among all [8],
[13], [14]. Time integration of angular velocity is applied to
calculate the orientation of an inertial sensor. Nevertheless,
this method results in accumulated drift as the signals are
integrated with superimposed noise over time [13], [15].

To remedy the problem of offset drift, approaches were
proposed to reset a system using the periodical properties
of gait. Morris first introduced the technique to equalize
accelerometer data at the beginning and the end of each gait
cycle [16]. Tong et al. identified the mid stance phase to reset
angular velocity signals at each gait cycle [13]. Likewise,
Williamson and Andrews and Liu et al. detected the mid
stance phase using accelerometers and reset the integration of
angular velocity by estimating segment inclination during this
phase [14], [17]. Mayagoitia et al. utilized two accelerome-
ters mounted perpendicular to each other on a body segment
to estimate the reference angles during static period. The
reference angles were then used to remove integration offset
of angular velocity [8]. Takeda et al. estimated gravitational
acceleration from cyclic accelerometer data to compute seg-
ment orientation during gait [7]. Drift removal using these
approaches is only applicable to cyclic movements such as
walking and running [10], [15].

Another alternative that prevents drift error is to avoid
integration of angular velocity signals in orientation mea-
surement. Using only accelerometers, acceleration signals
from inertial sensors fixed on two adjacent segments were
compared at the center of rotation. Willemsen et al. imple-
mented the technique to estimate 2D joint angle using pairs
of uniaxial accelerometers attached to the lower limbs [18].
Dejnadabi et al. developed amethodwhich fused acceleration
and angular velocity obtained from sensors placed on two
neighboring segments. The method estimated acceleration of
virtual sensors located at the center of rotation with respect
to the physical sensors. 2D joint angle was then calculated by
comparing acceleration of the two virtual sensors rotated to
the same orientation at joint center [19], [20]. Takeda et al.
calculated translational acceleration using angular velocity
signals. Translational acceleration was then removed from
acceleration data, producing gravitational acceleration that
represents body segment inclination [21]. Liu et al. computed
orientation by comparing data of two accelerometers attached
to the same segment. Rotational acceleration was compared
in this method while gravitational and translational acceler-
ation, skin motion artifact, and other noise were considered
equivalent on both sensor units [2]. Djuric et al. proposed
a similar method to measure joint angles by comparing the
difference in acceleration obtained from sensors mounted
on rigid rods [22]. A drawback to this alternative is the
decrease in accuracy of inclination estimation for movements
involving high acceleration as the dynamic acceleration is
indistinguishable from gravitational acceleration [23], [24].

Favre et al. developed a method fusing acceleration and
angular velocity with a quaternion-based algorithm. Out-
put drift was corrected by estimating inclination of the

accelerometers during static phase [25]. The method has suc-
cessfully captured 3D knee angles in a latter study. However,
the technique was only accurate for short measurement time
since the transverse plane was not corrected in the algorithms
[1]. Similar technique was implemented in Tadano et al.,
correction for integration drift was performed using opti-
cal tracking system as the reference data. Performance of
the method was affected by the resolution of images and
the accuracy of optical cameras in tracking the reference
markers [15].

In order to improve the accuracy of orientation estimate,
the Kalman filter and the complementary filter are widely
used in inertial sensor-based data fusion. The Kalman filter is
a robust approach to integrate inertial data that provides good
estimation accuracy. Inclination estimated from accelerome-
ter was used to constantly correct offset error produced by the
integration of angular velocity. Therewas, however, a heading
error which restricted the approach to short-term measure-
ments [26]. In addition, the efficiency of Kalman filter in
angle estimation was found to be substantially reduced with
fast movements [27], [28].

Gravity is generally adopted as the principal reference
axis in all the above-mentioned alternatives, thus restrict-
ing measurement of segment orientation to only 2D. 3D
orientation calculation is possible with a second reference
axis such as the direction of foot progression introduced in
Veltink et al. [29]. The method most commonly employed
is the use of magnetic field from magnetometer as an addi-
tional reference axis [30]–[32]. Roetenberg et al. proposed
a complementary Kalman filter incorporating signals from
accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers. The model
worked by assessing offset errors obtained from the inte-
gration of angular velocity and the estimation of inclination
and magnetic field vector. These sources of information were
weighed by the proposed filter to constantly recalibrate the
inertial sensors for improved estimation of segment orienta-
tion [30], [31]. In O’Donovan et al., gravity and magnetic
fieldwere used as the reference vectors tomeasure orientation
during quasi-static movement. The static phase was also used
to remove integration drift for orientation estimate during
dynamic phase [32]. Šlajpah et al. performed long-term mea-
surement of segment orientation using an extended Kalman
filter to combine data from gyroscopes, accelerometers, and
magnetometers. Orientation of each lower limb segment was
estimated with a series of kinematic chain interconnecting
the adjacent segments. The method produced larger error in
segment involving higher acceleration which also decreased
the accuracy of orientation estimates for the subsequent
segments due to the chain relationship [12]. Meanwhile,
Kalman filter that calculates orientation in greater accuracy
requires estimation models with complicated state and mea-
surement vectors and abundant recursive formulas, making
the approach computationally demanding [33]. Furthermore,
ferromagnetic interference remains an inevitable issue that
reduces the efficiency of magnetometer and subsequently
affects measurement accuracy [34].
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A complementary filter (CF) generally consists of a low-
pass filter and a high-pass filter to pass multi-sensory iner-
tial signals, and in combination produces the final output
[35]. Tian et al. and Fourati obtained better estimation of
orientation by fusing the low frequency signals from the
accelerometer and the high frequency signals from the gyro-
scope [33], [36]. The CF is well-known by its simplicity
which enables effective measurement with lower computa-
tional cost. Accurate orientation estimates can be obtained
using a complementary filter when the accelerometers func-
tion as inclinometers. However, estimation of acceleration-
based orientation will be affected by linear acceleration for
high acceleration motion. Furthermore, the accelerometer
becomes incompetent in detecting orientation around axis
parallel to the gravity and requires a third sensor (e.g., mag-
netometer) for 3D analysis.

Human ambulation dynamic was found to exhibit chaotic
features in nature, its complexity is frequently investigated
through nonlinear data processing methods [37]–[39]. As a
common technique to predict nonlinear dynamic behavior,
the general regression neural network (GRNN) has been
applied by Findlow et al. to estimate 2D lower limb joint
angles with reduced number of inertial sensors. Training of
GRNN was conducted using kinematics data obtained from
motion capture system, and joint angles on the sagittal plane
were estimated using acceleration and angular velocity of the
inertial sensors attached on the foot and shank. Intra-subject
predictions produced high accuracy, while the inter-subject
predictions showed lower correlations and larger variations
between measured and estimated angles. A sufficiently large
set of training data mapping more movement patterns was
suggested to reduce the variability of inter-subject predic-
tions using this approach. The suggestion, however, might
be unachievable within a short time [40]. Moreover, a larger
training sample for the GRNN will increase the network
size and therefore the computational burdens [41]. One of
the robust and commonly used techniques in prediction of
complex nonlinear time series is a nonlinear autoregressive
network model with exogenous inputs called the NARX
[42], [43]. In Menezes et al., it was shown that NARX out-
perform the topologies of other neural networks in chaotic
time series estimation, providing further confirmation of the
feasibility for the network model to be used in joint angle
estimation [42].

Approaches presented in the literature demonstrated
advancement of body segment orientation and joint angle
estimate, from a general 2D to a comprehensive 3D measure.
The common limitations of 3D orientation estimates include
reduced accuracy in long-term measurements as the sensing
axis of the transverse plane, which relies primarily on the
magnetometer, is easily distorted by magnetic disturbance.
Next, the efficiency of drift removal using system reset tech-
niques that involved gait event detections is significantly
affected in high-speed movements and pathological gait [34].

The objective of this study was therefore to provide
long-term measurement of 3D joint angle while avoiding

drawbacks from the above-mentioned issues. Firstly, as a
mainstreammethod, lower limb segment angle was estimated
in sagittal plane based on acceleration and angular velocity
measured by the inertial sensors using the CF. Secondly,
a NARX model was developed to estimate segmental ori-
entation where the outputs of CF were used as the target
in training of the artificial neural network. This method is
capable of computing 3D segmental orientation without the
requirement of additional sensor (i.e., magnetometer) and the
necessity of event detections for signals resetting. Thirdly,
a method based on pseudo-integration which requires only
gyroscopes was also replicated as benchmark to investigate
the feasibility of the proposed NARX in estimating segmen-
tal orientation. The latter two methods were presented with
the objective to provide long-term measurement of 3D joint
angle while avoiding drawbacks from the above-mentioned
literature. Accuracy of the presented methods was assessed
by comparing knee joint angle to the reference measurement
system at different walking speeds.

II. METHOD
A. SENSOR SYSTEM AND CALIBRATION OF COORDINATE
SYSTEMS
A system comprised of four 6D inertial measurement units
(IMUs) (Physilog R©, Gait Up, Lausanne, Switzerland) were
used in this study. Each IMU (50mm × 40mm × 16mm,
36g) was made up of a 3D gyroscope (range: ±900◦/s),
a 3D accelerometer (range: ±11g), a radio transmitter,
a microcontroller, a memory unit, and a battery. Signals of all
synchronized sensor units were sampled on 16 bits at 500 Hz,
low-pass filtered at 100 Hz, and recorded on the micro-SD
card.

As shown in Fig. 1, raw signals of the thigh and shank
sensors were represented in their respective sensors’ techni-
cal frames (TFs), uT vTwT and uSvSwS . In order to obtain
data independent of sensor placements on the body, func-
tional calibration procedures involving predefined posture
and movements were carried out to align TFs of the sensors
to the body anatomical frames (BAFs). First, the subject
was asked to retain an upright standing posture to align the
vertical axis, wT to zT and wS to zS , based on the gravity
vector measured using accelerometer. Next, alignment of
the lateral axis required the subject to perform movement
that yield maximum angular velocity in a specific anatom-
ical axis. For the thigh sensor, pitch angular velocity was
optimized by performing hip abduction-adduction to align
uT to xT . For the shank sensor, vS was aligned to yS by
performing passive knee flexion-extension while the subjects
sat upright with both feet dangling. Transformation of the
TFs to the BAFs resulted in rotation matrices R′a and R′b
for the thigh and shank respectively. Data measured by each
IMU will be represented in its respective BAF and thus a
global reference frame (GF) was required for knee angle
calculation using the joint coordinate system (JCS) defined in
Grood and Suntay [44].
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FIGURE 1. Definition of sensors’ technical frames (TFs), body anatomical
frames (BAFs), and global frame (GF). TFs of the thigh and shank sensors
were represented in uT vT wT and uSvSwS . Anatomical axes xT yT zT and
xSySzS represented the thigh and shank BAFs. GF was defined as the XYZ
coordinate system.

The second phase of calibration involved transformation
of the BAF to a GF, XYZ . Reflective markers were attached
to the subject on sixteen anatomical landmarks following the
Plug-in-Gait Marker Placement [45]. An optical motion anal-
ysis system Vicon Nexus 1.6 (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK)
was used to capture calibration posture (i.e., upright standing)
of the lower limbs. Using the trajectories of reflectivemarkers
tracked by the optical system, a wire frame model of the
lower limb segments was produced. RotationmatricesRa and
Rb relating body segmental coordinate systems and global
coordinate system could then be established. Finally, TFs of
the thigh and shank sensors can be represented in the XYZ
system using the rotation matrices RA and RB:

RA = R′aRa and RB = R′bRb (1)

B. ORIENTATION CALCULATION
In this study, body segmental orientation was estimated
through three methods: the complementary filter as the de
facto approach, while the feasibility of the NARX neural
network and pseudo-integrator were also explored. All input
signals for orientation estimates were aligned to the global
reference frame.

1) COMPLEMENTARY FILTER (CF)
The CF is known to be a robust and simple approach in multi-
source data integration. The IMU consists of an accelerome-
ter that gives inclination as angular position (p) during static
conditions through a double integration of acceleration and
a gyroscope that measured angular velocity (ν). Orientation
estimate using the CF is based on p and ν, where the variables
are related through ν = ṗ [33], [46].

The Laplace transform of angular position P(S) admitted
stable decomposition can be represented as:

P(S) = T1(S)P(S)+ T2(S)P(S) (2)

where T1(S) = k/(S + k), T2(S) = S/(S + k), and T1(S) +
T2(S) = 1. T1(S) and T2(S) function as a lowpass and a
highpass filter respectively. k is the filters’ cutoff frequency.
Applying the relationship between p(t) and ν(t), P(S) can

then be rewritten as:

P(S) = FP(S)P(S)+ FN (S)N (S) (3)

where FP(S) = T1(S) = k/(S + k) and FN = 1/(S + k) and
N (S) = SP(S).

Accelerometer (P(S)) which provides accurate measures at
low frequency was filtered by the low-pass filter. On the other
hand, gyroscope (N (S)) which suffers from low frequency
errors was passed by a high-pass filter. Note that CF described
in this study estimated two out of three orientation angles due
to accelerometer indifference for rotation around any axes
parallel to the axis representing gravitational field direction.

2) NARX NEURAL NETWORK
NARX is a popular recurrent dynamic neural network which
demonstrates outstanding performance in nonlinear time
series predictions. It consists of memory units that store
information in the input and hidden layers. The NARXmodel
utilize the embedded memory as jump ahead connections
for better learning capability and generalization performance
[42], [47].

The main feature of the proposed NARX model is to
produce orientation estimates through integration of angular
velocity, low-frequency noise filtering, and elimination of
gyroscopic drift, which can be described in equation (4):

P(S) = N (S) ·
S

S + ωc
·
1
S

(4)

where P(S) and N (S) are the output (i.e., position) and the
input (i.e., angular velocity) respectively. ωc is the low-
frequency threshold based on operation bandwidth of the
gyroscope. The intuition of equation (4) represented in dis-
crete time domain can be applied to determine the number of
input and output delay delays required in the NARX network
structure.

Equation (4) can be represented in continuous time as
follows:

p̈+ ωcṗ = ν̇ (5)

Using the Euler method of discretization with Ts as sample
time, equation (5) can be represented in discrete form as
shown in equation (6):

pk = Ts · νk − Ts · νk−1 + (2+ Ts · ωc) · pk−1 − pk−2 (6)

Based on equation (6), the following signals are used as the
NARX network inputs to anticipate body segment orienta-
tion: νk , νk−1, pk−1, and pk−2.
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FIGURE 2. Schematic flow chart for the NARX neural network training.
The NARX was trained with gyroscope data of the sagittal plane as input
and segmental orientation of the sagittal plane computed by the CF as
target output.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, training of the proposed NARX
model started with the identification of input and output
parameters. From the subjects’ database containing segmen-
tal angular speed and position collected in gait trials, only
gyroscope data in the sagittal plane was used as the input for
NARX. Segmental orientation of the sagittal plane computed
by the CF as described in Section II-B1 was selected as the
desired output for the network. Next, the proposed NARX
was trained using data of a 10 seconds training window
(5000 samples) of a randomly selected subject walking at
self-selected speed. Training of the NARX network was then
progressed using the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation
algorithm [48], [49]. Finally, the trained network is tested to
ensure threshold error was achieved for optimal performance.
The NARX is considered trained if the model can generalize
CF performance in one plane (i.e., sagittal plane) to estimate
orientation angles for all three planes.

FIGURE 3. Single-sided amplitude spectrum of shank gyroscope during
gait. Three major frequency components were observed.

An Optimized neural network requires minimization of
layer and neuron number redundancy [50]. To have the
least number of neurons, amplitude spectrum of the pre-
processed gyroscope signals was analyzed. As shown in
Fig. 3, gyroscopic signal captured by the shank IMU com-
prised of three major frequency components (i.e., 98 %
of the signal power). This indicates that the signal must
be disassembled to its main components by the proposed
NARX model to process gait information whilst eliminat-
ing noise components. Thus, three neurons at the hidden
layer are the minimum for the network to disassemble input
signals.

Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed neural network struc-
ture to predict body orientation based on angular veloc-
ity. The network comprised of an input layer, a hidden
layer with three neurons, and an output layer. Input param-
eters to the NARX model consisted of the normalized
gyroscope signal (νk and νk−1) and the recurrent out-
put of angular position (pk−1 and pk−2). Distribution of
synaptic weight between the processing neurons were deter-
mined with a particular threshold error in the training
process. Activation function,

∑
(·) and f (

∑
(·)), for the

hidden and output layer are given in equation (7) and (8)
respectively.

∑
(·) = xi · wij + bj ∀

{
i inputs
j number of neural

(7)

f (
∑

(·)) =


1− e−2

∑
(·)

1+ e−2
∑

(·)
at hidden layer∑

(·) at output layer

(8)

where x is the incoming data, w is the connection weight, and
b represents the bias term.

The output parameter was denormalized at the last stage
producing segmental orientation.
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FIGURE 4. NARX network structure to estimate body segment orientation based on gyroscopic signal. The NARX model composed of an input layer,
a hidden layer with three neurons, and an output layer. Normalized gyroscope signals (ν) and recurrent output were received at the input layer to
produce segmental orientation (p) as the output after denormalization.

3) PSEUDO-INTEGRATOR (PI)
Holgate et al. proposed the method of pseudo-integration
that used gyroscopes to measure tibia angle in a tibia-based
controller for powered ankle-foot prosthesis [51]. PI was
replicated in this study as a benchmarkmethod for orientation
estimates using only gyroscope data (i.e., angular velocity).
The main idea of the method was based on the transfer
function (equation 9) which has an asymptote close to -90
dB/decade:

τ 2S
(τS + 1)2

(9)

where τ = 1/ωn and ωn is the breakpoint frequency. The
breakpoint frequency was calculated as the gait frequency in
this study.

The major issue of angle measurement using gyro-
scopes is the accumulated drift as a consequence of
integrating angular velocity with the underlying noise.
In terms of transfer function, integration drift is due to
the marginally-stable nature of an integrator which has a
pole on the origin. In contrast, PI has two real stable
poles, thus producing a stable system with drift removal
property.

The PI transfer function can be analyzed as a high-pass
filter and an active low-pass filter with amplifying gain based
onωn value, as shown in Fig. 5. The combination of the filters
is a band-pass filter which pass gyroscopic signals around gait
frequency.

The initial conditions for NARX network and PI buffers
were regarded as zeros in order to reduce memory
usage and enhance estimation capability for real-time
calculation.

FIGURE 5. Model of pseudo-integrator to estimate body segment
orientation. Angular velocity (N) was processed using the S-domain
transfer function that combined a high-pass and an active low-pass filter
with amplifying gain based on breakpoint frequency (ωn) to output
orientation (P).

C. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The presented algorithms were validated with indoor
experiments of gait assessment. Five healthy volunteers
(2 males and 3 females, 26.8 ± 4.2 years old, 1.7 ±
0.1 m, 62.2 ± 16.3 kg) with no past and present his-
tory of musculoskeletal, neuromuscular or cardiovascu-
lar disorders were enrolled in this study. All volunteers
gave informed consent before enrollment and their demo-
graphic characteristics are shown in Table 1. None of
the subjects possessed injuries or illness at the day of
experiment.

The thigh (lateral side of the quadriceps) and shank
(shaft of the tibia) that produce minimal motion artifacts
were fixed with one sensor unit respectively, on both sides,
using elastic Velcro straps. Reflective markers were attached
on sixteen anatomical landmarks following the Plug-in-
Gait Marker Placement [45]. An optical motion analysis
system Vicon Nexus 1.6 (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK)
was used to capture movements of the reflective mark-
ers during the trials as the reference measure of this
study.

Volunteers were first asked to perform functional calibra-
tion as described in section II-A, followed by treadmill walk-
ing. Each volunteer spent minimum 15 minutes walking on
the treadmill at the speed that they felt comfortable, to adapt
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TABLE 1. Demographic characteristics of the subjects.

and be familiar with the treadmill. The indicated speed was
then selected as the normal gait speed, while the fast and
slow speeds were established as ±30% of the normal gait
speed. Measurements involved one 5 minutes trial at the nor-
mal, fast, and slow gait speeds on the treadmill. Trials were
performed in random order; the participants were given 5 to
10 minutes for recovery between each trial. All volunteers
gave informed consent prior to trial participation. The exper-
iment was approved by the local medical research and ethics
committee.

D. DATA ANALYSIS
3D lower limb segment orientation for the sensor system was
estimated byNARXand PI, and compared to orientationmea-
sured by the optical system (reference). CF which computed
orientation in 2 degrees of freedom (2-DoF) was compared to
the reference system as a secondary measure to evaluate the
performance of NARX. Thigh and shank orientation trans-
formed to the GFwere then used to calculate knee joint angles
following the JCS definition recommended by the ISB [1],
[44]. CF computed knee angles in 2D (i.e., sagittal and frontal
plane), and computation of 3D knee angle was performed
using NARX network and PI. Estimation errors defined as the
difference between knee angles estimated with the reference
system and the described methods were computed and rep-
resented as the mean and standard deviation (SD), indicating
bias and precision. The bias and precision of each algorithm
in the sagittal plane can be calculated using equation (10) and
equation (11); similar formulas were used in the frontal and
transverse plane.

Biassagittal = mean(
∑
n

θm|ref − θm|x) (10)

Precisionsagittal = SD(
∑
n

θm|ref − θm|x) (11)

where θ is the knee angle, n is the total number of subjects,
m is the number of samples, ref is the reference system, and
x indicates the method.

Agreements between the proposed methods and the ref-
erence system were quantified by the root mean square
errors (RMSEs) and Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r).
The limits of agreement between knee angle measure-
ments were also investigated through the Bland-Altman
plots [52].

All analysis and statistical evaluations were performed
in MATLAB (version 2019a, The Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) and SPSS Statistics (version 22, IBM SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA).

TABLE 2. Error (◦), RMSE (◦) and correlation coefficient (r) between
proposed methods and reference system in the sagittal plane during
slow, normal, and fast speed level walking.

III. RESULTS
Comparison of knee angle measured by the presented meth-
ods and the reference system consisted a total of 3794 gait
cycles, excluding time samples with marker occlusions.
The sample size for slow (2.6 ± 0.2km/h), normal
(3.3 ± 0.2 km/h), and fast (4.3± 0.3 km/h) walking speed
was 1109, 1272, and 1413 cycles, respectively. Fig. 6 shows
a typical plot of 3D knee angle computed by the presented
methods along with the reference system in a random 10 sec-
onds window during the first and fifthminute of normal speed
walking. As shown in Fig. 6, all presented methods exhibited
minimal drift effect across the trial time, demonstrating the
feasibility and reliability in long-distance measurement.

Table 2 demonstrates the knee angle errors of the sagit-
tal plane, which correspond to knee flexion-extension. The
NARX model produced bias ± precision of −0.4 ± 2.5◦,
−0.3 ± 2.2◦, and −0.3 ± 2.5◦ and RMSE of 3.2 ± 0.2◦,
2.7 ± 0.2◦, and 3.6 ± 0.3◦ for slow, normal, and fast speed,
respectively, which was the lowest of all presented methods.
However, agreements to the reference system were slightly
better in CF, with the r values of 0.99 for all level walking
speeds.

For frontal plane (i.e. knee abduction-adduction) com-
parisons summarized in Table 3, NARX demonstrated the
best performance in knee angle estimates with the bias ±
precision of −1.0 ± 3.3◦, −0.9 ± 3.8◦, and −0.2 ± 3.4◦

for slow, normal, and fast walking, respectively. Similarly,
NARX reported the lowest RMSE of 2.5 ± 0.6◦, 2.7 ± 0.3◦,
and 2.9 ± 0.3◦ in slow, normal, and fast walking speeds.
Correlation assessment also showed the highest r values of
0.96, 0.95, and 0.95 for slow, normal, and fast walking in
NARX.
Table 4 shows the assessment of knee angle measure-

ment in the transverse plane, corresponding to knee internal-
external rotation, for NARX and PI. In general, NARX
demonstrated the lowest bias and RMSE and the highest cor-
relation to the reference system. The bias ± precision values
obtained were −3.2 ± 2.9◦, −3.5 ± 2.8◦, and −1.8 ± 2.8◦

whereas the RMSE values were 4.3 ± 0.1◦, 4.5 ± 0.6◦, and
3.4± 0.4◦ for slow, normal, and fast speed, respectively. The
r values were 0.84, 0.83, and 0.84 for slow, normal, and fast
level walking. Note that CF is not available for measuring
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FIGURE 6. Exemplar of 3D knee angle computed by the proposed NARX neural network (red line), pseudo-integrator (green
line), complementary filter (blue line), and reference system (dashed line) in a random 10 seconds window during the 1st and
5th minute of normal speed walking.

TABLE 3. Error (◦), RMSE (◦) and correlation coefficient (r) between
proposed methods and reference system in the frontal plane during slow,
normal, and fast speed level walking.

transverse plane rotation (see Fig. 6 and Table 4) as the 6D
IMUs were used in this study.

NARX reported the best performance in terms of accuracy
and precision for all knee angle estimates categorized into
anatomical planes. Thus, further analysis on the limits of
agreement involved only the proposed NARX model.

Fig. 7 illustrates the Bland-Altman plots of the difference
between 3D knee angles computed with NARX and the refer-
ence system in different walking speeds (2.6 to 4.3 km/h). The
biases are within 95% limits of agreement (i.e., ±1.96 SD)
except for some minor outliers in fast walking of the sagittal
plane, slow and fast walking of the frontal plane, and slow
walking of the transverse plane.

IV. DISCUSSION
A wearable system of inertial sensors with new algorithm
for the assessment of 3D knee angles during long-distance
level walking was presented in this paper. Knee orientation
computation using inertial signals was based on (1) a NARX

TABLE 4. Error (◦), RMSE (◦) and correlation coefficient (r) between
proposed methods and reference system in the transverse plane during
slow, normal, and fast speed level walking.

neural network and (2) a pseudo-integrator (PI). The NARX
model trained with sagittal plane angles calculated by a com-
plementary filter (CF) required only angular velocity as the
input in segmental orientation estimates. PI, which also used
gyroscope signals as the only input, was replicated in this
study for benchmarking the performance of NARX. Perfor-
mance assessment of the proposed methods was presented as
comparisons with a reference optical motion analysis system.
Additionally, to justify the capability of NARX in replicating
the behavior of CF using only gyroscope signals during ori-
entation estimates, CF was also compared to the reference
system in the present study.

Series of long-distance walking (i.e., 15 minutes) on tread-
mill was performed at three different speeds (2.6 to 4.3 km/h)
to validate the performance of all methods. Generally, the
bias ± precision values and RMSEs of NARX and PI in
the sagittal plane are comparable with other studies esti-
mating knee flexion-extension [1], [12], [15]. The corre-
lation values between the two methods and the reference
system are extremely high (between 0.97 and 0.99). With the
lowest biases and RMSEs, results of current study showed
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FIGURE 7. Bland and Altman plots of the difference between the NARX model and reference system in the sagittal (top
panel), frontal (middle panel), and transverse plane (bottom panel) for slow, normal, and fast walking speed (2.6 to 4.3
km/h). The cyan dotted line corresponds to the mean, and the red and blue dashed lines represent the upper and lower
limits of agreement (1.96 SD), respectively.

that NARX is capable of providing consistent knee flexion-
extension estimates for long-termwalking at different speeds.

Similar to the sagittal plane, NARX provides consistent
estimates of knee angle with a better accuracy and precision
in the frontal plane. The results are further confirmed by the
good agreement to the reference system.

For knee angle in the transverse plane, NARX is also
consistent in joint angle computation with comparable bias
values at three different walking speeds. PI exhibits relatively
limited performance in the transverse plane, mainly due to
the property of output de-personalization which produces
symmetrical output trajectories along the horizontal axis.
As shown in Fig. 6, PI estimation for knee angle in the trans-
verse plane has a symmetrical feature along a line parallel
to the horizontal axis. However, the physical knee internal-
external rotation shows no line of symmetry parallel to the
horizontal axis. The symmetrical property of PI was high-
lighted in Holgate et al. as a drawback, and the performance
error was handled by tuning the control system to compensate
this error. However, it is worth noting that the PI was used
to provide feedback for the tibia flexion-extension where the
error is minimal compared to the other rotations (i.e., sagittal
and frontal plane) [51].

Good performance was observed for the comparisons
between CF and the reference system in the sagittal and
frontal planes. As showed in Table 2 and 3, CF are presented
with comparable biases and RMSEs for slow, normal, and fast
level walking. Larger errors were produced with increasing
walking speed in the sagittal plane due to higher translational
and angular acceleration, where the translational acceleration
affects sensor accuracy while the high frequency component

of angular acceleration is blocked by the low pass filter.
However, those errors are within the acceptable range. The
observations suggest that CF is an appropriate approach for
knee angle computation. High correlation values (between
0.94 and 0.99) recorded in the sagittal and frontal planes
further validates the performance of CF in joint angle esti-
mation. Results demonstrated by CF support the option of
using sagittal plane orientation as the target output for training
the proposed NARX model. As reflected in Table 2 - 4, the
ability of NARX to accurately estimate 3D knee angle also
suggested that the trained NARX was capable to replicate
the performance of CF in estimating segmental orientation
for all movement planes. Furthermore, Fig. 7 showed con-
sistent average point-to-point biases for all subjects through-
out the entire measurement time interval, suggesting stable
performance of the proposed NARX in long-term knee angle
estimation.

The dynamic behavior and rise time of knee angle trajecto-
ries are both method-dependent variables in this study, which
explain the variation between methods at the beginning and
end of the random 10 seconds windows illustrated in Fig. 6.
Referring to Fig. 6, the NARX model demonstrated better
ability to capture changes of higher frequency in the input
signals. Whereas, PI and CF smoothened the input signals as
the low-pass filter was included in both methods.

Well-known by its simplicity in data fusion, CF is rec-
ognized as one of the classic techniques that computes
segmental orientation effectively, in which its capability is
reflected in the results of current study. Despite its robustness,
application of CF incorporating accelerometer and gyro-
scope, as demonstrated in the current study, is limited to
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measurements in 2-DoF, with measurement in the transverse
plane negatively affected by the existence of gravitational
acceleration. Sensory system featuring magnetometer is the
most common alternative to such restriction. The local mag-
netic north provides a supplementary reference axis to the
system, enabling 3D orientation measurement of body seg-
ments. Nevertheless, the existence of ferromagnetic interfer-
ence greatly reduces the sensitivity of magnetometer. The
issue remains a major challenge to the efficiency and reli-
ability of such system, especially in clinical environment
which comprises mainly of ferromagnetic materials and mag-
netic field-based devices [34]. In this context, the trained
NARX has the advantage of computing 3D segmental orien-
tation using only gyroscopes, avoiding the negative effects
of accelerometer and magnetometer. Though trained using
data in the sagittal plane, overall results of the present study
demonstrated that the proposed NARX model is capable to
produce low error estimates of knee angle in all movement
planes, with good agreement to the reference system for
different subjects and three ambulation speeds. Moreover,
gait events detection for system reset, whichmight be difficult
in high speed movements or not significant in pathological
gait [53], is not required in the algorithm. This affirms the
feasibility of NARX in real-time, varying speed applications,
and clinical gait assessments.

Unlike most existing studies, validation of proposed algo-
rithms involves the comparison between the IMU system
attached to body segments and the reference optical system
with reflective markers attached to body anatomical land-
mark, instead of attachingmarkers onto the sensor units.With
both the IMUs and reflective markers attached directly to the
skin, different degree of soft tissue artefacts arise from both
systems were taken into account in this study. Lower limb
segmental orientation was measured independently by both
systems with their associating measurement errors, allowing
actual accuracy assessment of the proposed systems with
respect to the gold standard [54].

A limitation of the study is that all trials involved only
able-bodied individuals. Movement disorders which lead
to abnormal gait patterns might develop greater measure-
ment error for inertial-based sensory system. In spite of
that, results of the study show great potential of NARX to
evaluating gait patterns of varying categories. Future work
includes complete joint angle measurement for different
locomotion activities in normal and pathological gaits. The
6-minute walk test (6MWT), for instance, being a popu-
lar clinical tool that evaluates a variety of physiological
functionalities, is generally limited to the standardized out-
come of 6MWT distance. Gait patterns and other kine-
matic parameters are frequently not considered in the test
[55]. As such, it would be practicable to conduct gait eval-
uation such as the 6MWT that measures body segment
orientation or joint angles using the NARX which does
not require dedicated space while providing comprehensive
data to analyze specific functional status in the clinical
environment.

V. CONCLUSION
The present study demonstrated that NARX neural network
is feasible for ambulatory measurement of body segment
orientation. Avoiding integration error, translational acceler-
ation and ferromagnetic interference, NARX is capable to
compute 3D knee angle with good agreement to the reference
system. The proposed NARX model generally outperformed
PI for slow, normal, and fast walking in all movement planes
in terms of estimation error (Table 2 - 4). Although pre-
sented with higher measurement error, PI could be efficient in
activity monitoring involving only pattern recognition. Both
methods in this study provide simple and rapid processing of
gyroscope signals, showing great potential for real-time and
clinical applications.
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